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A Multi'Loop, Self'Balancing Power Amplifier" 
1- R. MACDONAUlt 

Summarv-A multi-loop. push-pull power &mpli4er of uce� 
tiow ciw"aeteristics is described. It employ. special circuits to  
maintaiD accurate push-pull sipal balante throughout and to hold 
the static 01' Ite«d,-state de: cathode eunenta of the output tube, 
equal. A pair of 807 tubea ue used in clus ARt to yield 65'11' aver'Ie 
power output at ltss than 1 per cent intermodulltioD distortion with 
30 db of OVeT-aU neC,tive feedback. Usinc local positive volta,t! feed
back iD addition, the intermodulation di5tortion i, 0.1 per ctnt at 
45. and lest than 0.2 per cent at 00w. At full power output, the 
-0.5 db pointl occur at 19.8 cpe: and 22 •• 1u:pe:. The rise time of the 
amplifter is J Jil, and ita transient respoDH and recovery from over
load approach the ideal. There are no peak, at the end. of the re
'POllSfI CWTfI. A noise level of -106 db referred to 60", output is 
attained. btensive measurements of ampliller characteristics under 
various conditions are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

A
POWER AMPLIFIER is generally required to 
supply maximum power output at minimum 
distortion over a specified bandwidth. In addi

tion, cost and complexity must be relatively low for 
most commercial applications, and power efficiency 
should be as, high as practical. The design and con
struction of the present amplifier was begun four years 
ago. By designing the amplifier without stringent cost 
and complexity restrictions, it was felt that out-of-the
ordinary characteristics might be attained. Some of the 
means of achieving such characteristics might then be 
directly applicable to simpler, lower-cost amplifiers; 
all of them, it was relt. might yield a useful perspective 
on what kind of a system could be achieved for a given 
level of cost and complexity. 

The amplifier has been operating in substantially its 
present form for two years. Since it is a developmental 
unit, it is not really completed, however. Its complexity 
and corresponding flexibility are such that it is expected 
that its present form will not remain completely static. 

The initial design goals of the amplifier were as 
follows: 

1. Push-pull operation with a pair of automatically 
balanced output triodes operating \\·jth fixed or 
automatic bias. 

2. _-\ gain of the order of 30 db, and a frequency 
response v9:�iable by no more than one db between 
10 and 30,000 cps. 

3 . . -\ distortion not exceeding 1 per cent intermodula· 
tion at maximum power output. 

4. Excellent transient response at all levels. 
5. "C"ndistorted" maximum power output over sub

stantially the entire working frequency range. 
6. Negligible noise and hum. 

All the above goals have been met or exceeded by the 
amplifier in its present state. 
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SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Since the complete amplifier is rather complex, it will 
prove convenient to analyze it section by section. The 
simplified block diagram of Fig. 1 shows that there are 
three gain stages. The first stage is a special phase 
inverter with automatic dynamic balancing. This stage 
is followed by cathode followers included to extend the 
frequency response and to serve as low-impedance 
sources for feedback voltage. :"fext come the only 
capacitors in the direct signal path. The gain stage 
A � also incorporates dynamic self-balancing. It is 
direct-coupled to special drivers of about two ohms 
output impedance which are directly connected to the 
output tube grids. Over-all feedback which is an adjust
able combination of negative voltage and positive or 
negative current signals is taken from the secondary of 
the output transformer and returned to the input. The 
feedback circuit is shown symbolically in Fig. 1. Since 
30 db or more of over-all negative voltage feedback is 
used from output to input. the frequency response 
requirements of the various stages and of the output 
transformer are rather stringent. 

Fig. I-Simplified block diagram of the amplifier. 

PHASE-b,VERTER AMPLIFIER SV.GE 

The initial design of the amplifier employed a cross· 
coupled phase inverterL with the over-all negative feed
back returned to one input grid and the other used for 
the input signal. .\lthough this circuit was found to be 
satisfactory from inversion and frequency response 
standpoints, its in-phase response was too high for 
good operation with a large amount of feedback. When 
feedback and input signals are applied separately to the 
two grids of such a circuit, it is desirable that their 
amplified difference appear at one output plate and the 
same signal shifted by 180 degrees appear at the other 
plate. Such behavior was not found. 

When f�edback signals representing 20 or 30 db of 
over-all feedback are employed, the difference between 
the input and the feedback signals is 10 per cent or 
less, a small difference compared to the magnitude of 
the individual signals. If the circuit does not have good 
in-phase (common-mode) rejection, the two large, 
practically equal. input signals may produce in-phase 
output signals as large or larger than their out-of-phase 
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